
Exeter spray centre

TRANSFORMING 
YOUR KITCHEN



Thank you for contacting the Exeter Spray Centre.  

This booklet will give you an understanding of what services we offer and how we can transform your kitchen to look like new 
again.  

When looking to update a kitchen most people actually already have good, well made cabinets. Unless you are planning a big 
remodel of the kitchen it’s not cost or time effective to simply throw these into a skip.  

Instead by having the current kitchen resprayed we can transform this space to look like new once again. Some of the 
advantages of having a kitchen sprayed by the Exeter Spray Centre includes: 

• Up to 90% cheaper than having a complete new kitchen installed.  

• Less mess - No skips or dust.  

• Trades only in your home for a few hours, not weeks. 

• You can still carry on using your kitchen as we only remove the doors and drawers. You don’t even need to empty your 
cupboards! 

• No limit on your colour choice, you can pick any colour or sheen you want. 

• Hard wearing paints used which are specially designed for areas with heavy use. 

• Professional, friendly service from start to finish. 

• Different packages to suit all budgets and timescales. 

• Did we mention it was much cheaper!



Kitchen packages 

We offer four different packages for kitchen spraying. Each designed to meet your budget, how fast you would like the work to be 
undertaken and how much or little you would like to do yourself. 

Kitchen items removed by: The Customer The Customer Exeter Spray Centre Exeter Spray Centre

Kitchen transported to / from the 
spray centre by:

The Customer The Customer Exeter Spray Centre Exeter Spray Centre

On site hand painting completed 
by:

The Customer The Customer Exeter Spray Centre Exeter Spray Centre

Materials supplied by: The Customer Exeter Spray Centre Exeter Spray Centre Exeter Spray Centre

All preparation and spraying by: Exeter Spray Centre Exeter Spray Centre Exeter Spray Centre Exeter Spray Centre

Average wait time to start date: 2 weeks 2 Weeks 4 weeks 6 weeks



Kitchen items are removed and brought directly into the spray centre by you. 

We prepare the surfaces including filling any unwanted handle holes and 
defects. Fully rub them down and wash in a degreaser.  

Items are primed in a specialist primer which adheres to all kinds of wood and 
vinyl wraps.  

After final filling and lightly sanding, items are top coated in the chosen colour 
and sheen level, using a hard wearing coloured lacquer. This paint is formulated 
to provide outstanding resistance to abrasion, wet and dry heat, spirit solutions 
and a wide range of household chemicals. 

Once items are dry they are collected and refitted by the customer.  

BRONZE 
PACKAGE

Most suitable for: 

Small kitchens with little or no in situ painting ✔ 

Customer with basic DIY skills ✔ 

Lower budget ✔ 

Happy to transport the kitchen ✔



Kitchen items are removed and brought directly into the spray centre by you.


We prepare the surfaces including filling any unwanted handle holes and 
defects. Fully rub them down and wash in a degreaser. 


Items are primed in a specialist primer which adheres to all kinds of wood and 
vinyl wraps. 


After final filling and lightly sanding, items are top coated in the chosen colour 
and sheen level, using a hard wearing coloured lacquer. This paint is formulated 
to provide outstanding resistance to abrasion, wet and dry heat, spirit solutions 
and a wide range of household chemicals.


Once items are dry they are collected and refitted by the customer. 


The Exeter spray centre will supply you with the paint and tools required to 
undertake the hand painting of the areas of the kitchen that could not be 
removed. This normally includes the side panels and inner frame of the 
cupboards. 


The package includes 1 litre of primer, 1 litre of top coat (the same paint that we 
spray with) a mini roller set with tray,  a 1/2 inch brush and a 2’ brush. The 
required sandpaper and tact cloth. 


SLIVER 
PACKAGE

Most suitable for: 

Small - medium sized kitchens with some in situ 
painting ✔ 

Customer with basic DIY skills ✔ 

Customer with good painting skills ✔ 

Lower budget ✔ 

Happy to transport the kitchen ✔



You remove the kitchen items and have them ready for us to collect.  

We attend your home and undertake all the hand painting to the areas that could 
not be removed, such as the side panels.  

We transport your kitchen safely to the spray centre for spraying. We prepare the 
surfaces including filling any unwanted handle holes and defects. Fully rub them 
down and wash in a degreaser.  

Items are primed in a specialist primer which adheres to all kinds of wood and 
vinyl wraps.  

After final filling and lightly sanding, items are top coated in the chosen colour 
and sheen level, using a hard wearing coloured lacquer. This paint is formulated 
to provide outstanding resistance to abrasion, wet and dry heat, spirit solutions 
and a wide range of household chemicals. 

We return the kitchen to your home and complete any of the hand painting. You 
refit the kitchen yourself.  

GOLD 
PACKAGE

Most suitable for: 

Small - Medium sized kitchens with in situ 
painting ✔ 

Customer with basic DIY skills ✔ 

Would like all the painting to be done for them ✔ 

Would like the kitchen items transported for 
them ✔ 



We attend your home and remove all the kitchen items and undertake all the hand 
painting to the areas that could not be removed, such as the side panels.  

We transport your kitchen safely to the spray centre for spraying. We prepare the 
surfaces including filling any unwanted handle holes and defects. Fully rub them 
down and wash in a degreaser.  

Items are primed in a specialist primer which adheres to all kinds of wood and vinyl 
wraps.  

After final filling and lightly sanding, items are top coated in the chosen colour and 
sheen level, using a hard wearing coloured lacquer. This paint is formulated to 
provide outstanding resistance to abrasion, wet and dry heat, spirit solutions and a 
wide range of household chemicals. 

We return the kitchen to your home and complete any of the hand painting. We 
refit the kitchen and ensure everything fits correctly. If required fit new handles.  

PLATINUM 
PACKAGE

Most suitable for: 

Medium  - large sized kitchens with in situ 
painting ✔ 

Customers that would prefer the full service 
including removal, hand painting, spraying and 
refitting ✔ 



Frequently asked questions 

What happens next? 

If not done so already, email us some photos of your kitchen and we will be able to submit a price for you. On agreeing the 
package you would like and the cost we will book you in with a start date. No deposit is required.  

What paint do you use? 

We use a very specialist paint called AC or PU. This paint is formulated to provide outstanding resistance to abrasion, wet and 
dry heat, spirit solutions and a wide range of household chemicals.  

What colour and sheen can I have? 

Most customers pick from the Farrow and Ball paint chart but you can have any colour. We can even do 2 different colours. Our 
most popular sheen levels are 20% semi Matt or 40% Satin, however we can do any sheen level from 5% dead Matt up to 
100% wet look gloss.  

Is the work guaranteed? 

Yes against any problems with the paint or our workmanship for one year.  

How long does it take? 

Work is normally completed within 7-8 working days.  

Can I have new handles? 

Yes. Just let us know and we will fill any unwanted holes and refit the new handles. You just need to supply them. 



WHAT OUR 
CUSTOMERS 

THINK



Exeter spray centre

Call - 01392 661727 

Email - info@exeterspraycentre.co.uk  

Website - exeterspraycentre.co.uk  

Visit our showroom at - 2 Cofton Road, Marsh Barton, Exeter EX28QW 

Opening hours - Monday to Friday 8am - 4:30pm. Saturday 8am to 11am 


